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I . ' PRESS STATEMENT 
U 
STATE -"FINANCES AND INFLATION 
The serious Budget problems facing all States were 
discussed, at the meeting of .Premiers in Melbourne today. 
The discussions were held against the background 
that at the Premiers' Conference in Canberra "m June, the 
Prime Minister, while recognising the financial difficulties 
of the States, was not prepared, to assist then, by providing 
supplementary general purpose grants, in the present 
inflation; i ry :.;.i l;u;i l,.i on . 
The Prime Minister did offer, however, to give 
consideration to assisting the States with n consumer tax. 
This .could overcome the. constitutional difficulties of 
the States in this area. 
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All States have announced or foreshadowed 
range of revenue raising measures to help finance'their 
deficits. However, the continued- steep increase in wages 
and other costs means that the States still face serious 
problems. 
The meeting of the Premiers had before it a report by 
State Treasury officers on the means by which the gap between 
revenues and expenditures could be met. 
The .Premiers resolved to approach the Prime Minister 
for a meeting at which the co-ordination. of 
revenue raising measures and ,-joint proposals for tackiing 
inflation could be achieved. A copy of the officers' reports 
would be forwarded to the Prime Minister. 
The six Premiers expressed their grave concern over 
inflation and its threat to the nation. 
During a full and frank exchange of views, it; was 
acknowledged that the Federal Government had introduced 
e number of unpopular measures in this area and the Premiers 
recognised that even more dra-stic action might.be. necessary. 
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The Premiers were unanimous in expressing, their 
willingness to co-operate with the Australian Government 
in a co-ordinated attack to bring the situation under 
control. 
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revenue raising measures and joint proposals for tackling 
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The Premiers were unanimous in., expressing their 
willingness to co-operate with the Australian Government 
in a co-ordinated attack to bring the situation under 
control. 
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